Spring Cleaning Checklist

**Bedroom**

**De-clutter**
- ✔ Pick up clothes
- □ Clean out drawers and closets
- □ Toss or donate items that are worn or not being used
- □ Tidy up dresser and nightstands

**Quick tip:**
Duvet covers are a breeze to clean. Simply remove the cover from the bed and follow care instructions. Rotate duvet covers seasonally to easily update your bedroom décor.

**Clean**
- □ Clean bedding and store heavier blankets
- □ Wash or dry-clean curtains
- □ Wipe down mirrors and windows
- □ Vacuum floors, including under the bed

**Dust**
- □ Ceilings
- □ Fans
- □ Blinds
- □ Furniture including dressers, nightstands, and bed

**Update**
- □ Flip and rotate mattress so it wears evenly
- □ Change out flannel linens for cotton
- □ Change out heavy curtains with light, sheer panels
- □ Rearrange furniture to create a new look

**Notes:**